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Leptons in the Susy decayLeptons in the Susy decay

In the SUSY events at LHC, In the SUSY events at LHC, 
strongly interacting particles strongly interacting particles 
((squarkssquarks, , gluinosgluinos) dominates the ) dominates the 
productionproduction

Leptons are emitted from Leptons are emitted from ll, , χχ22
0 0 , , 

χχ11
±± decays during the cascadedecays during the cascade
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هه Most of the Most of the mSugramSugra parameter space, parameter space, 
events contain lepton signatures events contain lepton signatures 

هه At leastAt least 10%10% of events contain 1of events contain 1--
lepton and lepton and at least 1%at least 1% of events of events 
contain 2contain 2--leptons  leptons  

Lepton(sLepton(s))

Pt > 10GeVPt > 10GeV
||etaeta| < 2.5, | < 2.5, effieffi = 0.90= 0.90
tan tan ββ = 10, = 10, μμ>0, A=0>0, A=0
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Lepton signatures in different stepsLepton signatures in different steps

A.A. Discovery  Discovery  find the excessfind the excess

B.B. Inclusive study Inclusive study 
Basic parameters (MBasic parameters (MSUSYSUSY, m, m00, m, m1/21/2, etc), etc)

C.C. Exclusive study Exclusive study 
More details (SUSY particle masses, etc)More details (SUSY particle masses, etc)

Importance of lepton in SUSY study will be Importance of lepton in SUSY study will be 
explained in following stepsexplained in following steps

1
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(A) SUSY discovery(A) SUSY discovery

هه At the discovery stage, calculate At the discovery stage, calculate MMeffeff (scalar sum of masses of all jets and (scalar sum of masses of all jets and 
missing Et)  and look for an excessmissing Et)  and look for an excess

هه In no lepton mode, the background is severe and discovery is notIn no lepton mode, the background is severe and discovery is not so easyso easy

هه On the other hand in 1On the other hand in 1--lepton mode, the signal excess (in this case ~1.5TeV) lepton mode, the signal excess (in this case ~1.5TeV) 
becomes much clear, and backgrounds (mainly becomes much clear, and backgrounds (mainly t tt t + Jets) are predictable+ Jets) are predictable

هه 11--lepton mode is the key for the SUSY discoverylepton mode is the key for the SUSY discovery

MMSUSYSUSY = 1TeV     L=10fb= 1TeV     L=10fb--11

Meff (GeV) Meff (GeV)

00--LEPTONLEPTON 11--LEPTONLEPTON

MMeffeff = = missing missing Et + Et + ΣΣPtPt

1

1.5TeV1.5TeV 1.5TeV1.5TeV
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(B) Inclusive study (B) Inclusive study 
At the discovery stage, one can determine the SUSY parameters At the discovery stage, one can determine the SUSY parameters 

through inclusive studiesthrough inclusive studies
a)a) MMeffeff, Cross sections, Cross sections carry the information on carry the information on the Mass scalethe Mass scale
b)b) Event fraction including leptons Event fraction including leptons carry the information oncarry the information on

decay type decay type we can determine we can determine mm00, m, m1/21/2 (with help of (a))(with help of (a))

a)a) MMeffeff and SUSY mass scale (=Mand SUSY mass scale (=MSUSYSUSY) have a strong correlation, thus ) have a strong correlation, thus 
we can determine Mwe can determine MSUSYSUSY by measuring the position of by measuring the position of MMeffeff excess excess 
Determined MDetermined MSUSYSUSY corresponds to a line in the plane, we need corresponds to a line in the plane, we need 
information about information about mm00 for further constrain for further constrain 

ATLAS 10 fb-1

Meff

M
SU

SY

MMSUSYSUSY=1TeV=1TeV

1

1TeV

2TeV
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mm0 0 ((GeVGeV)) mm0 0 ((GeVGeV))

N(1 lepton)/ N(1 lepton)/ N(noN(no lepton)lepton) N(2 lepton)/ N(2 lepton)/ N(noN(no lepton)lepton)

(B) Inclusive study cont.(B) Inclusive study cont.

MMSUSYSUSY = 1TeV, tan = 1TeV, tan ββ =10=10

These inclusive studies strongly rely on the lepton ID performanThese inclusive studies strongly rely on the lepton ID performance ce 
of signal (of signal (efficiency, purityefficiency, purity) and of backgrounds () and of backgrounds (lepton fakelepton fake) ) 

b)b) Number of leptons carry the information of SUSY Number of leptons carry the information of SUSY 
parameters parameters 

Measured ratio of excesses in different topologies (0Measured ratio of excesses in different topologies (0--lepton, lepton, 
11--lepton, 2lepton, 2--leptons, etc) can be compared with the leptons, etc) can be compared with the 
calculations calculations information on information on mm00 can be obtainedcan be obtained

1TeV1TeV 2TeV2TeV 2TeV2TeV1TeV1TeV

0.50.5

0.10.1

1
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(C) Leptons in exclusive study(C) Leptons in exclusive study
هه With more luminosity and enough statistics, studies with With more luminosity and enough statistics, studies with 

exclusive channels become possibleexclusive channels become possible
هه By using leptons, one can exclusively reconstruct the decay By using leptons, one can exclusively reconstruct the decay 

chain chain 

lqq
l

g~ q~ lR
~χ0

2
~ χ0

1
~p p

ATLAS PreliminaryATLAS Preliminaryهه Reconstruct OS SF Reconstruct OS SF didi--lepton invariant lepton invariant 
mass and measured the mass and measured the edgeedge

هه SSensitive to masses of ensitive to masses of sparticlessparticles

Lepton is the starting point of the reconstructionLepton is the starting point of the reconstruction
and the key for the exclusive studyand the key for the exclusive study
correct flavor, charge tagging is importantcorrect flavor, charge tagging is important

1

200GeV
mll
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(C) Exclusive studies in post WMAP (C) Exclusive studies in post WMAP 
mSUGRAmSUGRA pointspoints

هه mSUGRAmSUGRA parameter space strongly constrained by WMAP satellitparameter space strongly constrained by WMAP satellitee
datadata ((χχ11

00 as a cold dark matter candidates)as a cold dark matter candidates)
هه Reconstruction of the decay chain is possible in each Reconstruction of the decay chain is possible in each mSUGRAmSUGRA point point 
هه Each Each mSUGRAmSUGRA point includes lepton signatures in main decay chainspoint includes lepton signatures in main decay chains
هه SU3 (bulk) point will be used in later study as a typical SUSY pSU3 (bulk) point will be used in later study as a typical SUSY point oint 

SU1

SU3 SU2

SU6

SU1, SU3SU1, SU3
two sequential twotwo sequential two--body decaysbody decays

SU2SU2
sleptonssleptons are too heavy are too heavy χχ direct direct 
decay (threedecay (three--body decays)body decays)

SU6SU6
sleptonssleptons are heavier than are heavier than gauginosgauginos
but open channel for but open channel for stausstaus ((tantanββ large)large)

TauTau signature is important in this point signature is important in this point 

~

~

1
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Lepton identifications in SUSYLepton identifications in SUSY

هه One has to experimentally determine the lepton ID One has to experimentally determine the lepton ID 
performance using good control sample (for example performance using good control sample (for example 
DY) and needs to establish the procedure to DY) and needs to establish the procedure to 
extrapolate it to ID performance in SUSY eventsextrapolate it to ID performance in SUSY events

هه However SUSY signal (with high Pt & high multiplicity However SUSY signal (with high Pt & high multiplicity 
jets signature) may have worse lepton ID performance jets signature) may have worse lepton ID performance 
than the SM samples, which will be reported later than the SM samples, which will be reported later 

هه Need to be Quantitatively understood  Need to be Quantitatively understood  

A.A. Discovery  Discovery  11--lepton modelepton mode

B.B. Inclusive study Inclusive study MMSUSYSUSY, M, M00, etc, etc
C.C. Exclusive study Exclusive study spartilclespartilcle masses, etcmasses, etc

In all steps, lepton is the keyIn all steps, lepton is the key

2
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Lepton identification performance (Lepton identification performance (e,e,μμ))
هه Lepton reconstruction efficiency (Lepton reconstruction efficiency (εε) and the lepton fake (will be ) and the lepton fake (will be 

explained soon) have a strong correlation, and this relation neeexplained soon) have a strong correlation, and this relation needs ds 
to be determined from real datato be determined from real data

هه These values directly depend on the lepton isolation condition These values directly depend on the lepton isolation condition 

هه Scalar sum of Et around lepton (Scalar sum of Et around lepton (δδRR<0.4) is used for isolation criteria <0.4) is used for isolation criteria 

هه Lepton efficiency (e, Lepton efficiency (e, μμ) in ATLAS is high (80) in ATLAS is high (80--90%) (measurable 90%) (measurable 
from 10GeV, flat after quick rise)from 10GeV, flat after quick rise)

|η| < 2.5
EtIso: 20GeV

DrellDrell--YanYan ZZ eeee

|η| < 2.5
EtIso: 40GeV

DrellDrell--YanYan ZZ μμμμ

ATLAS preliminaryATLAS preliminary
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TauTau identification in ATLASidentification in ATLAS
TauTau decay modes decay modes 

Use only Use only HadronicHadronic decaydecay ((cannot identify cannot identify ττ llνννν with with 
vertex detectorvertex detector))
1 prong 77% (one charged 1 prong 77% (one charged pionpion + + ππ00s)s)
3 prong 23% (three charged pions + 3 prong 23% (three charged pions + ππ00s)s)

TauTau candidate (candidate (hadronichadronic) reconstruction) reconstruction
Collimated Calorimeter Cluster with 1 or 3 associated Collimated Calorimeter Cluster with 1 or 3 associated 
charged trackscharged tracks

IdentificationIdentification
Look for the narrowness and IsolationLook for the narrowness and Isolation

RREMEM(EM jet radius)(EM jet radius)
Isofrac(EtIsofrac(Et fraction in 0.1<R<0.2),fraction in 0.1<R<0.2),
NNtracktrack, Charge, Impact parameter, etc, Charge, Impact parameter, etc
One optimized Likelihood ratio value One optimized Likelihood ratio value 

QCD jet is the major QCD jet is the major 
backgrounds misbackgrounds mis--identified as identified as taustaus
Typically Typically εε=40=40--50%, Jet Rejection ~10050%, Jet Rejection ~100

ATLAS preliminaryATLAS preliminary

DrellDrell--YanYan ZZ ττττ

2

100100 Pt (Pt (GeVGeV))
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Lepton fake candidatesLepton fake candidates

From light flavor jetsFrom light flavor jets From heavy flavor jetsFrom heavy flavor jets

ElectronsElectrons

-- Electrons from Electrons from ππ00 Dalitz decayDalitz decay
ππ0  0  e e e e γ (1.2%)γ (1.2%)

-- ee++ee–– pair productions from pair productions from γγ

MuonsMuons

-- Punch through pionsPunch through pions
-- pions decay on flight inside detectorpions decay on flight inside detector

Electrons & Muons & TausElectrons & Muons & Taus

SemiSemi--leptonic decays of leptonic decays of b,cb,c
when jets become soft, the when jets become soft, the 
isolated leptons are observed isolated leptons are observed 

b/cb/c
c/sc/s

jetjet

l
ν

TausTaus

-- Some fraction of jets satisfy Some fraction of jets satisfy TauTau--jet jet 
criteria and identified as Tauscriteria and identified as Taus

2
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Study with ATLAS simulation dataStudy with ATLAS simulation data

هه Efficiency and fake ratioEfficiency and fake ratio is examined with ATLAS simulation is examined with ATLAS simulation 
samples (100k events each)samples (100k events each)

هه [DY] [DY] DrellDrell--YanYan samples (samples (ZZ eeee, , ZZ μμμμ, , ZZ ττττ ))
هه [TOP] [TOP] t tt t + + NjetsNjets samplesample
هه [SUSY] SUSY samples [SUSY] SUSY samples –– SU3 (Bulk point) SU3 (Bulk point) 

هه The fake ratio (=1 The fake ratio (=1 -- Purity)Purity)
هه fake probabilityfake probability (light or heavy jets (light or heavy jets lepton)lepton) is considered to be is considered to be 

common between different samples, however common between different samples, however the fake ratiothe fake ratio (fake (fake 
leptons/ observed total leptons)  is different in different sampleptons/ observed total leptons)  is different in different samplesles

هه for example electronfor example electron’’s case,  s case,  
[[DY]eeDY]ee <<NNelectronelectron>= 1.7 <>= 1.7 <NNjetsjets>= 0.64>= 0.64
[Top]      <[Top]      <NNelectronelectron>= 0.4 <>= 0.4 <NNjetsjets>= 4.2>= 4.2

[TOP] sample has 4.2/0.64 * 1.7/0.4 = ~30 highe[TOP] sample has 4.2/0.64 * 1.7/0.4 = ~30 higher fake ratior fake ratio
than [than [DY]eeDY]ee sample (sample (this is calculablethis is calculable))

2
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Experimental procedureExperimental procedure

هه have to decide this have to decide this 
relations with real data relations with real data 

2

[DY][DY] [TOP][TOP] [SUSY][SUSY]

experimentally measurableexperimentally measurable not measurablenot measurable

Extrapolate lepton ID performance obtained with DY to Extrapolate lepton ID performance obtained with DY to 
SUSY, based on the amount of SUSY, based on the amount of hadronhadron activityactivity

[TOP] is a good test sample which has a large hadron activity and 
experimentally measurable 

Lepton ID performanceLepton ID performance

Measure Measure
& Test

Predict

fa
ke

 ra
tio

Efficiency

DY
SUSY

??

extrapolateextrapolate
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HadronHadron activities under SUSY environmentactivities under SUSY environment
SUSY sample has larger tail in Jet Pt distributionsSUSY sample has larger tail in Jet Pt distributions
also in Et sum (within cone 0.4) distributionalso in Et sum (within cone 0.4) distribution

Efficiency and Isolation cut efficiency Efficiency and Isolation cut efficiency 
completely coincidecompletely coincide

Low efficiencies in SUSY are explained by Low efficiencies in SUSY are explained by 
difference in difference in hadronhadron activity around leptonactivity around lepton

0.740.740.840.84Fraction inFraction in Et Et 
Sum distributionSum distribution

0.720.720.850.85
0.890.89

Lepton Lepton 
EFFICIENCYEFFICIENCY

SUSYSUSYTOPTOPDYDYElectronsElectrons

0.720.720.780.78Fraction inFraction in Et Et 
Sum distributionSum distribution

0.720.720.770.77
0.810.81

Lepton Lepton 
EFFICIENCYEFFICIENCY

SUSYSUSYTOPTOPDYDYMuonsMuons

Isolation cut at 20GeV

Isolation cut at 40GeV

DY TOP

SUSY

Pt distribution of Jets (Pt distribution of Jets (GeVGeV))

Lo
g 

(σ
 / 

Σσ
)

Σ Σ Et in R=0.4 (Et in R=0.4 (GeVGeV))

DY TOP

SUSY

Et Sum (Et Sum (GeVGeV))

2

500

300
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Fake ratio vs. efficiency from simulationFake ratio vs. efficiency from simulation

-- In general, efficiencies are lower in SUSY sample than SM samplIn general, efficiencies are lower in SUSY sample than SM samplee
when the same isolation cut appliedwhen the same isolation cut applied

-- Electrons  SU3Electrons  SU3——68%  DY68%  DY——88% (10GeV)88% (10GeV)
-- Muons      SU3Muons      SU3——68%  DY68%  DY——82% (20GeV)82% (20GeV)
This was understood (previous page)This was understood (previous page)

-- Electron fake ratio is high for SUSY sample against predictionElectron fake ratio is high for SUSY sample against prediction
This is under studyThis is under study

The arrows show predictions using the 
Nlep , Nj, Nb and fake probability 
obtained with QCD di-jets sample 

Isolation cut:Isolation cut:
2,5,10,20GeV2,5,10,20GeV

start to pick up the fake 
events from b/c – jets 

Isolation cut:Isolation cut:
5,10, 20, 40GeV5,10, 20, 40GeV

ELECTRONSELECTRONS MUONSMUONS

ATLAS preliminaryATLAS preliminary

DY

TOP

SUSY

DY

TOP
SUSY

2
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LL--22
L0L0

L2L2
L4L4

LL--22
L0L0

L2L2
L4L4

LL--22
L0L0L2L2L4L4

Efficiency vs. fake ratio Efficiency vs. fake ratio ττ’’ss casecase
هه Instead of isolation criteria, use likelihood parameter to see eInstead of isolation criteria, use likelihood parameter to see efficiency fficiency 

vs. fake ratio relation vs. fake ratio relation 
هه Predictions do not match with the data points Predictions do not match with the data points 

هه Jet rejection power is based on QCD Jet rejection power is based on QCD didi--jet samples (gluon dominant)jet samples (gluon dominant)
هه Jets in TOP, SUSY, DY samples are quark dominant Jets in TOP, SUSY, DY samples are quark dominant 
هه Rejection power with likelihood Rejection power with likelihood ……. [quark] << [gluon]. [quark] << [gluon]

decomposing gluon/quark jets  decomposing gluon/quark jets  
-- possible in MC workspossible in MC works
-- experimentally difficult to implement (this is under study)experimentally difficult to implement (this is under study)

ATLAS preliminaryATLAS preliminary

DY

TOP

SUSY

2

Pt of tau-jet (GeV)
1/
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Fake contribution to the backgroundFake contribution to the background

L = 10fbL = 10fb--11

Fake probability Implemented Fake probability Implemented 
in ATLAS simulation in ATLAS simulation 
Estimated contribution Estimated contribution 
of multiof multi--jet QCD backgroundjet QCD background

m(q), m(g) = 1TeV~ ~

Only affect in the lower Only affect in the lower MMeffeff region (<1TeV) The effect is not serious this caseregion (<1TeV) The effect is not serious this case

But the fake lepton related background study becomes more importBut the fake lepton related background study becomes more importantant

Previously, background study with fake leptons never been Previously, background study with fake leptons never been 
considered seriously considered seriously 
Applied to the QCD multi jet with huge cross section (Applied to the QCD multi jet with huge cross section (σ σ ~190nb) ~190nb) 

ev
en

ts
/4

00
G

eV QCD background QCD background 
including fake leptonincluding fake lepton

SignalSignal

MMeffeff ((GeVGeV))

11--lepton + lepton + nJetsnJets

3 Application

1500
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هه Leptons have a crucial role in all steps of the SUSY study Leptons have a crucial role in all steps of the SUSY study 
(discovery, inclusive, exclusive)(discovery, inclusive, exclusive)

هه Lepton ID from experimental approach is studiedLepton ID from experimental approach is studied
هه The goal is to obtain the SUSY signal lepton ID The goal is to obtain the SUSY signal lepton ID 

performance from the control sample (ex. DY)performance from the control sample (ex. DY)
هه Degradation of the efficiency is understoodDegradation of the efficiency is understood
هه Electron fake is high in SUSY sample (under study)Electron fake is high in SUSY sample (under study)
هه Taus are more difficult (in progress)Taus are more difficult (in progress)

هه Lepton fake related new background source was found Lepton fake related new background source was found 
هه Lepton id study in SUSY using full simulation data just Lepton id study in SUSY using full simulation data just 

started with limited statistics started with limited statistics complete study and complete study and 
understanding necessary before the real dataunderstanding necessary before the real data

SummarySummary
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ProspectsProspects

هه LHC will start data taking in 2LHC will start data taking in 2--yearsyears

هه Background studies closely associated with Background studies closely associated with 
detector performance such as fake leptons, detector performance such as fake leptons, 
fake missing Et, etc. become more and more fake missing Et, etc. become more and more 
important during the coming two yearsimportant during the coming two years

هه These must be determined by data itselfThese must be determined by data itself

هه We just begin to tackle these issues with We just begin to tackle these issues with 
realistic approaches, and will be ready for the realistic approaches, and will be ready for the 
first data from ATLAS in 2007first data from ATLAS in 2007
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backup slides backup slides ……
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Study on full simulation dataStudy on full simulation data

هه Rome full simulation samples generated for ATLAS Rome Physics Rome full simulation samples generated for ATLAS Rome Physics 
workshop (100k events each)workshop (100k events each)
هه tttt + + NjetsNjets sample (T1) sample (T1) 
هه DrellDrell--YanYan samples (Zee, samples (Zee, ZZμμμμ, , ZZττττ ))
هه SUSY samples SUSY samples –– SU3 (Bulk point) SU3 (Bulk point) 

هه Analysis is based on the SUSY plot package (Analysis is based on the SUSY plot package (AlgsAlgs 0000--0404--02) 02) 

0.020.020.640.641.71.7DY ZeeDY Zee

0.020.020.600.601.91.9DY DY ZZμμμμ

0.230.23
0.400.40

<<NNμμ>>

0.250.25
0.400.40

<<NNee>>

4.94.9
4.24.2
1.801.80

<<NNjetsjets>>

0.630.630.690.69SU3SU3
1.71.70.290.29T1T1
0.030.031.51.5DY DY ZZττττ

<<NNbjetsbjets>><<NNττ>>

Nleptons, Njets per event |η| < 2.5
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Leptons + jets edge measurementLeptons + jets edge measurement

ه Dilepton edge starting point for reconstruction of decay chain.
ه Make invariant mass combinations of leptons and jets.
ه Gives five constraints on combinations of four masses. 
ه Sensitivity to individual sparticle masses.

qll edge qlmin edge

 (GeV)llm
0 20 40 60 80 100

-1
E
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/1
00
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200

400

600

800

qlmax edge qll threshold ll edge

Invariant mass (GeV)

L=100 fbL=100 fb--11

fast simulationfast simulation

Gjelsten, Lytken, Miller, Osland, Polesello,ATL-PHYS-2004-007
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fake leptons in the signalfake leptons in the signal

هه NNrecoreco, , NNJJ, , NNBB are experimentally measurable quantities, are experimentally measurable quantities, ‘‘rr’’ss are are 
estimated with MC estimated with MC the fake ratio can be determined experimentally the fake ratio can be determined experimentally 

هه Need to check whether Need to check whether ‘‘rr’’ss are same in SUSY signalsare same in SUSY signals

Truth LeptonsTruth Leptons

NNLL

Light JetsLight Jets

NNJJ

Heavy flavor jetsHeavy flavor jets

NNBB

NNrecoreco leptonsleptons = = εεNNLL + + rrjj((εε)N)NJJ + + rrbb((εε)N)NBB

x ε x rj(ε) x rb(ε)

fake ratio = (fake ratio = (rrjj((εε)N)NJJ + + rrbb((εε)N)NBB) / ) / NNrecoreco leptonsleptons

Simple Scheme based on the Number of JetsSimple Scheme based on the Number of Jets
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mass reconstruction with mass reconstruction with ττ’’ss
هه hadronichadronic taustaus : calorimeter seeded objects (ATLAS : calorimeter seeded objects (ATLAS 

standard) associated by narrow jet with 1 or 3 tracksstandard) associated by narrow jet with 1 or 3 tracks
هه cannot fully reconstruct mass (no edge) due to missing Et cannot fully reconstruct mass (no edge) due to missing Et 

sources (LSP, neutrinos) sources (LSP, neutrinos) look for the end point insteadlook for the end point instead

4.2 fb-1

(98.3 GeV)

SU3τ±τ ±- τ+τ+- τ- τ-

-- high fake ratio compared to high fake ratio compared to 
e, e, μμ, and low efficiency , and low efficiency 
especially in the low Pt rangeespecially in the low Pt range

-- exact relation between exact relation between εε vs. vs. 
fake is extremely important fake is extremely important 

Full simulationFull simulation
ATLAS preliminaryATLAS preliminary
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Fake probabilities estimated from QCD Jet samplesFake probabilities estimated from QCD Jet samples

هه Used Rome QCD Jet samples (J1Used Rome QCD Jet samples (J1--J8) to estimate the probability (Jet faked as lepton)J8) to estimate the probability (Jet faked as lepton)
هه Reconstructed leptons (isolation Et e:5GeV, Reconstructed leptons (isolation Et e:5GeV, μμ:10GeV) in these samples are purely :10GeV) in these samples are purely 

fake (since there is no original lepton)fake (since there is no original lepton)
هه Fake probability estimated by,  Fake probability estimated by,  

r = (# of isolated leptons in Pt range)/ (# of jr = (# of isolated leptons in Pt range)/ (# of jets in the same Pt range)ets in the same Pt range)
هه Due to the statistical limitations, the values are obtained by oDue to the statistical limitations, the values are obtained by order of magnitudesrder of magnitudes

Heavy flavor originHeavy flavor originLight flavor originLight flavor origin
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